An Approach to (Sustainable) Design Research

Professor Tracy Bhamra

Overview

• Sustainable Design Research
Context
• Case Studies – Design for
Sustainable Behaviour
• Lessons for Design Research
• Design Research Challenges
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Rationale for Research into Sustainable Design
Designers have a
responsibility to think about
the impact on the
environment and society of
the products they design.
Only careful consideration
can make sure that negative
effects of the design are
excluded and positive
features included.

From an industry perspective
trying to ‘retro fit’ more
sustainable solutions is
costly.

Product Life Cycle

Every product we create has
environmental impacts:
• Uses resources & energy when
raw materials extracted and
when manufactured.
• Generates emissions when
manufactured, transported and
maybe even used.
• Uses energy when transported
and when we use it.
• Creates waste & pollution at
the end of it’s life.
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Different Products, Different Impacts

Furniture = raw materials &
manufacture

Household appliances =
raw materials,
manufacture & use
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Sustainable Design Research
To date most research and industry
practice in Sustainable Design
focuses on Materials,
Manufacturing & End-of-life. Often
viewed as purely a technical
problem to be overcome.
But often the biggest environmental
impacts occur at the Use stage.
This area has often been avoided
by designers because it is viewed
as complex.
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Sustainable Design Research at Loughborough University since 2003
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What about Use?

People

How can design change
behaviour so less energy and
other scarce resources are
used by the consumer?

Household Energy Use
Since 1970
The efficiency of products and
systems in the residential sector has
improved by around 2% per year

The electricity use by domestic lights
and appliances has increased by 70%

Improving the technical efficiency of appliances and manufacturing has not
achieved a reduction in domestic energy consumption.

Changing Behaviour

EDUCATION &
AWARENESS
RAISING

STRATEGIES TO INFORM CONSUMERS OF THE CONSEQUENCES
OF THEIR BEHAVIOUR & ENCOURAGE THEM TO CHANGE

TECHNOLOGICAL
IMPROVEMENTS

TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURES WHICH INCREASE EFFICIENCY TO
REDUCE THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF USE

PRODUCT/SERVICE-LED
INTERVENTIONS

PRODUCT/SERVICE FEATURES WHICH ATTEMPT TO MODIFY USER
BEHAVIOUR TO REDUCE THE IMPACTS OF USE

Carbon, Control & Comfort
‘Carbon, Control & Comfort’ a 3-year
project funded by EPSRC & E.On
collaboration with 7 other UK universities
aimed to change control systems in social
housing to enable users to create the
comfort conditions that they want whilst
reducing energy use for heating and
cooling by 20%. Proposal was the outcome
of an EPSRC sandpit.
Disciplines involved – architecture, civil
engineering, energy systems engineering,
building services engineering, electronic
engineering, human geography and
DESIGN.

Carbon, Control & Comfort – Design Research Questions

How do people use their heating systems?
What are the opportunities for design in
reducing energy use for heating?
Can design interventions reduce energy
use for heating?

Carbon, Control & Comfort
Design and Human Geography
researchers investigated real
behaviour in the home using a range
of methods.
Home diaries - limited success
Audio tours & interviews - very
successful.
Findings used to design and test
feedback interventions to help achieve
energy reductions.

Contrasted these interventions with an
automated system developed purely
from a technical perspective by
engineers on the project.
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Carbon, Control & Comfort Findings

Engineering team undertook technical
monitoring of 20 homes found a huge
variation in energy use for heating even in
very similar properties with similar
households.
Detailed user studies in the same homes
revealed:
• Windows left open with heating on.
• Electric fires often used for light not
heat.
• Timers often not used for setting
heating.
• Thermostat use not understood.
• Large variation in thermostat settings.

Carbon, Control & Comfort Design Concepts
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Carbon, Control & Comfort Design Prototypes

Carbon, Control & Comfort Outcomes

Outputs: journal papers and book
chapters.
Refined design for sustainable
behaviour model that can be applied
in design.
Impacts: informed government policy
and increased industry understanding
of home energy behaviours.
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Low Effort Energy Demand Reduction

‘Low Effort Energy Demand Reduction’ a
4-year multi-disciplinary project aimed to
understand energy practices in the home
and test innovative solutions to reduce
energy demand. Funded by RCUK in
collaboration with Eon, O2 and Alert Me.

Disciplines involved: civil engineering,
systems engineering, computer science,
energy systems engineering, anthropology
and DESIGN. All at Loughborough
University.

Low Effort Energy Demand Reduction – Design Research Question

How do daily routines in the home influence
energy use?
What are key opportunities in the home to
reduce energy use?
Can design interventions in targeted areas
in the home reduce energy use?
What are the lessons for designers and
policy makers?

How can the results be used by designers
and policy makers?

Low Effort Energy Demand Reduction

Design researchers and anthropologists
worked together to build a detailed picture of
real energy use behaviour in the home.
Key research methods:
Detailed interactive interviews in the home
and video ethnography
Detailed understanding of the activities and
priorities of householders enabled
development of set of personas used for
designing interventions.

Energy Monitoring

House 05

House 43

Engineering research monitored total electricity and gas usage as well as separate
key appliances in 20 family homes (2 adults & 2 children) over three years.

H05

H43

Energy Monitoring

Interactive Whole Family Interviews

Whole family involved in extended
interview over an evening meal.
Understanding their motivation for
energy saving, if any, their daily
routines, energy using activities and
their priorities in the home.

Video Ethnography

Collaboration with anthropologists
brought video ethnography to
design research.

Provided detailed first person
accounts of research participants
in their environments.
Three inter-related lenses were
used through which to consider
domestic life: Place, Movement &
the Sensory Home

Place

Considers how people, things and
resources relate to each other within
ecologies of place.
• People – researchers and users
• Things – home technologies &
prototypes
• Resources – energy and water
Considers the environments within
which people move and live their
everyday lives.

Movement

Using re-enactment we explored how
people move in and as part of the
home environment.
Re-enactment of familiar routines
helped explore practices within the
home.

The sensory home

Exploring perceptions of heat, air
movement, sound & light and how they
flow throughout the home.
Paying attention to the material and
immaterial (less visible) elements of
peoples homes.

Data Mapping

Focused on laundry,
entertainment & digital
media and showering.
Mapped qualitative &
quantitative data
together to give insights
into problems to be
addressed
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LAUNDR Y
BASKET

11:15:00

11:30:00

11:45:00
Tumble Dryer Unloading (1)
12:00:00

Washing Machine Unloading (1)

Dirty Laundry Collection (2), Tumble Dryer Running (1), Airer Running (1)
Washing Machine Loading (2), Tumble Dryer Running (1), Airer Running (1)

fc3

SCHOOL

FA

12:30:00

PE
KIT

12:15:00

Dirty Laundry Load Prioritisation (2), Tumble Dryer Running (1), Airer Running (1)

MASTER
BEDROOM

Tumble Dryer Running (1), Airer Loading (1)
Dirty Laundry Collection (2), Tumble Dryer Running (1), Airer Running (1)

mc2

Tumble Dryer Loading (1)

12:45:00

13:00:00

13:15:00

DANCING

SCHOOL
UNIFORM

Washing Machine Running (2), Tumble Dryer Running (1), Airer Running (1)

13:30:00

SCHOOL
CARDIGAN

14:15:00

SCHOOL
SHIR TS

WASHING
BASKET

Tumble Dryer Running (2), Airer Loading (2)
Dirty Laundry Collection (3), Tumble Dryer Running (2), Airer Running (2)

MA

14:00:00

Tumble Dryer Loading (2), Airer Running (1)

SCHOOL
TROUSERS

WEEKEND

13:45:00

Tumble Dryer Unloading (2), Airer Running (1)

LIVING
ROOM
FLOOR

Washing Machine Unloading (2), Airer Running (1)

SOCKS

14:30:00

Dirty Laundry Collection (3), Tumble Dryer Running (2), Airer Running (2)
Washing Machine Loading (3), Tumble Dryer Running (2), Airer Running (2)

WORK

BEDDING

GREY
WASHING
BASKET

LABELS

fc1

2953

16:15:00

WEATHER
(RAIN+SUN)

FA

MASTER
BEDROOM

16:00:00

Once again FA lowered the airer from the ceiling, shifting the whites which were still damp around the collars to one side,
adding fc1’s ‘plasticy’ clothes (which cannot be heated) and some trousers. As she told us, she always takes care to put things
flat on the airer as there are then fewer creases when it comes to ironing. MA’s cotton trousers are more difficult to iron than
FA’s ‘man-made’ ones. Drying items flat is especially important for fc1’s clothes as fc1 does not do any ironing at all, and FA
would like her clothes to look neat nevertheless. In between sorting the laundry, FA gave fc3 permission to print off her
homework from BBC Bitesize, on ‘fast draft’ to save ink. The weather had (briefly?) turned for the worse and FA was happy she
had not put any of the whites out on the line. Items take most of the day to dry on the airer. The best thing, we were told, is to
leave them there overnight, as they are always dry in the morning, all through the year. Drying is sped up by warmth emanating
from the tumble drier, the sun shining through the utility room window in the afternoon, and ‘I guess because in winter we’ve got
the heating on, so.., the heat rises.’ If there is a breeze, FA also sometimes opens the window ‘to make sure that there’s a bit of
air flowing through, but not if it’s too cold.’ She thinks this helps with the drying but does not know this for sure.

WORK
SHIR TS

15:45:00

All school trousers went into the tumbler (this time for the duration of 80 minutes), along with socks, pants and some tops.

WORK
CLOTHES

PLASTICY

Washing Machine Running (3), Airer Running (2)

AIRER

15:15:00

15:30:00

DOUBLE
BED

Washing Machine Running (3), Tumble Dryer Running (2), Airer Running (2)

TIME

WHITES

OWN
WASHING

2417

15:00:00

5077

14:45:00

BIOLOGICAL
POWDER

Dirty Laundry Load Prioritisation (3), Tumble Dryer Running (2), Airer Running (2)

‘That’s it, back to the tea.’ The washing machine beeped again just as we finished lunch (lunch mainly consisted of bread and
toppings, though mc2 and fc3 also shared a can of spaghetti and sausages which they’d heated up in the microwave).

On taking the blacks and navies out of the washing machine, FA noticed some white residue on a couple of laundry items,
something she had almost expected due to the size of the load. They were only small, so this time they would ‘live with it’ and
not rewash. Asked whether anything else had ever gone wrong with the laundry, FA mentioned a number of shrunk and pink
items, though ‘nothing major … in the end it’s only clothes, it’s not the end of the world’. If we had come earlier that morning, FA
told us, we would have seen ‘dead tissue everywhere’. In general, family members are ‘trained’ to check pockets before putting
items into the washing basket; or else, they know, ‘there’s hell to pay’.

BEDROOM
FLOOR

11:00:00

Washing Machine Running (1)

As we walked back upstairs for the next load of laundry, ‘all the while hoping the tea is still warm when you get back’, FA noticed
that the sun had come out, explaining that this meant she was ‘using free electricity on [her] tumble drier.’

The end of the wash cycle firstly prompted emptying the tumble drier - thankfully all items inside were dry, ‘otherwise this would
slow up the whole process’. FA put the dry whites into a clean washing basket and, before reloading it, emptied the drier from
fluff, something ‘you’re supposed to do […] every time’. Towels, we were told, are the main culprits for fluff.

WHITES

Washing Machine Loading (1)

Washing Machine Running (2), Airer Running (1)

This second load contained some of MA’s clothes, so FA had to use non-biological ‘perfume-free, dye-free, enzyme-free
rubbish, to be honest’. She poured it into the detergent compartment, turning the washing machine to 30 degrees cotton wash,
with ‘aqua plus’. Easy care would be quicker ‘but I always figure cos you’ve got rubbish washing powder, you’re better off
having a longer wash, just to make sure it’s properly clean’. The non-biological powder does not contain any modern chemicals,
no latest detergent ‘technology’, and so ‘it needs all the help it can get, I think’. Asked how, with the lack of perfume, she knew
items were clean after the wash, FA answered that ‘you just have to trust that they’re clean … they’re less smelly than when
they went in’. When they first had to experiment with non-biological powder when the children were little, it was difficult to get
(from health food stores) and very expensive; these days the prices are more similar, and non-bio powder can be found in the
regular supermarkets. One problem with the non-bio powder is that it can leave white residue on dark clothes, especially when
FA overloads the machine. Sometimes she will have to rewash (this also happens when a load is forgotten in the machine and
‘goes off’); sometimes they’ll just live with it.

CLOTHES
AND
TOWELS

10:45:00

Dirty Laundry Collection (1)

Once loaded, FA put the tumbler on for 75 minutes (if it contained lots of towels or other ‘heavy stuff’, she would let it run for 90
minutes) and lowered the wooden airer down from the utility room ceiling with a cord. As she explained, now would be the time
of the year when the outside washing line would start to come into use, but ‘it actually needs wiping down, so to use that today
I’d have to go out with a dish cloth first and wipe it all down, make sure there’s no green algae on any of the wires. So it’s a pain
the first time you do it. It’s sort of almost worth going out now, but … [I’m lazy].’

The pile of blacks and navies was too big for one load, so FA had to prioritise again: pants, socks, work stuff and fc3’s school
trousers (three pairs as opposed to just the one school shirt) over pyjamas and casual wear. FA thought the pile might still be
too big but was going to ‘judge it when [she got] there’. Having arrived at the washing machine, she noted it was borderline: ‘as
you can see from things bouncing out, it’s full’.

LARGE
WICKER
BASKET

10:30:00
Dirty Laundry Collection (1)
Dirty Laundry Load Prioritisation (1)

As we made our way back into the utility room, FA noticed: ‘Oh look, there’s something in the tumble drier, left over and
forgotten about from last week - fc1’s, I think’. She took out the items and placed them into a washing basket for clean clothes.
FA then told us that she loves the arrangement of having the tumble drier above the washing machine because, as she
demonstrated by throwing items from one in the other, ‘it just goes like that, straight in’. As she told us while unloading the
washing machine, she usually knows exactly what can and cannot go into the tumble drier. Ordinary shirts, pants and socks
always go in, at least in the winter. During the summer most items go on the line outside, though FA later told us that she would
put socks and pants into the tumbler all year long because, unlike MA, she cannot handle the tediousness of hanging them out
individually. Items that cannot be tumbled include uniform shirts, bras, one t-shirt which already looks small on mc2 and mustn’t
shrink further, and mc2’s PE kit which ‘costs a fortune’ and would be difficult to replace if shrunk.

MA

The white load was set to take 1 hour and 14 minutes, ‘and it makes a nasty beeping sound when it’s done, so you have to
come running and deal with it’. While fc3 finished her breakfast of Cheerios, FA’s next task was to find fc3’s dancing shoes (they
were in the hallway). Laundry duties were now done until the end of this load, though FA subsequently led us into the living
room where other laundry items were waiting to be processed: these included a basket of ironing that had been left by someone
else during the week, a basket of folded (tea) towels that needed tidying away, and a basket of unpaired socks. ‘Towels go into
the bathroom, tea towels go into the kitchen, I just haven’t gotten around to it yet.’ Pairing socks tends to be FA’s job because
she knows best whose are whose, but she did not feel well last weekend, and so some jobs remained unfinished. All week
family members had come downstairs in the morning to find a pair of socks from the basket. We later discussed that FA had
forgotten a further washing basket in fc3’s room - this one contained bedding that was waiting to be put away - and that it is
best to pair socks during the day as it’s difficult to tell apart shades of black in the evening’s artificial lighting. After having taken
fc3 to her dance class, we returned home to find MA and mc2 unload and sort the shopping in the kitchen (the fridge was left
open while items made their way in from bags and bags of shopping). Thereafter it was time for another cup of tea in the living
room, and for contemplating what to do next: there were job applications to fill in, fc3’s dance outfit to adjust for next week, and
leftover socks to be paired, though the latter would probably wait until the end of the wash day. We talked about ironing, airers,
odd socks and seasonal differences in laundry routines that impact on tumbler use (see below). Then the washing machine
beeped to signal it was ‘time for action’.

BATHROOM
FLOOR

WEEKEND

Today she would put on a load of whites first as these contained fc3’s school tops which cannot go into the tumble drier and
have to dry on the airer (or on the outside washing line) instead.

Having filled the washing machine and decided that it contained a full load - with enough of a gap at the top of the drum for the
washing to be able to move around - she filled a cup of Ariel biological detergent according to its instructions and set the
washing machine to 40 degrees. Whites always go on at 40. Darks, provided they are not ‘horribly stained’, will go on at 30. For
the non-biological powder washes, FA will put on the ‘aqua plus’ setting for extra rinse, so that ‘there’s no residue left on the
clothes’. FA would always choose the ‘cotton wash’ setting over ‘easy care’ because it gets ‘the full 1400 spin speed, which
means it’s drier, which means you’ve got less drying to do. So … you either have longer on this one and a faster spin or you
end up having longer in the tumble drier, … swings and roundabouts. Hopefully you’ll tell us eventually which one will take up
more energy and we’ll choose [laughs]’.

fc3

OWN
WASHING

Washing tends to happen on the weekends. It would have started on the Saturday, but the family was away, and so a lot of the
washing had piled up for Sunday. On this day, the laundry ‘route’ started downstairs in the living room where FA had picked up
some of fc1’s socks from the floor (‘fc1 is a horror for leaving stuff lying around’). It continued upstairs in the master bedroom
where FA had already accumulated a pile of clothes and towels that had been left on the bathroom floor (‘when I had my
shower this morning… it was scattered all over the floor; this is fc3 who gets clean towels every time she [has a bath??]’). FA
straightened the duvet in passing as we followed her into the room, then removed laundry items from a large wicker basket by
an open window to sort them on the double bed into four piles: light colours, dark/bright colours, whites and blacks/navies.
Usually FA tries to get away with these four loads per week, but she could already tell from the amount of towels in the basket
and bathroom pile that there would have to be extra washes this week. Whether piles have to be split into several loads is
determined by ‘experience’, that is, by FA picking up a pile, measuring her arm grip around it and feeling its weight. The wicker
basket tends to only contain FA and MA’s items, and MA knows that items have to be placed in the basket to be washed (he will
occasionally help with the laundry, specifically if FA is ill). Sometimes fc3 still brings her clothes through from next door to get
dressed in her parents’ bedroom, so some of her items might end up in the basket, too. Once FA’s wicker basket was empty,
she walked down the narrow hallway to pick up fc3’s laundry basket, telling her to ‘have a quick glance around’ to make sure
she had accounted for all washable items, including ‘any school uniform?’. We filmed fc3 as she added more items from her
floor and then passed her basket on to FA. In passing, FA also called for mc2 to bring in any washable items from his room.
Although he is usually ‘very good’ at doing his own washing, as is fc1, he does not always have enough whites to fill up a load,
thus adding those to FA’s. On this day, FA also picked up the washing basket from fc1’s room, commenting that it was
‘horrendous’: she could ‘see already, this is going to be a six load week’. Sorting through fc1’s basket, she told us she had to be
careful with fc1’s ‘plasticy’ clothes and sometimes still checks their label for instructions on how to wash and dry them. In
general, FA tends to remember how things need to be washed and who they belong to. H01fc1 had changed her bedding
before leaving for the weekend, and so her basket also contained sheets and covers. Once items were roughly sorted, FA
checked if everything she expected to be there was accounted for, including mc2’s PE kit (which sometimes remains hidden in
a bag) and fc3’s school uniform set (which she could only find one school t-shirt of, too few for a week’s school runs). Then she
had to make choices about how to prioritise loads, telling us that school uniforms and work clothes in the darks (blacks/navies)
and whites get preference over casual clothes and other colours.

As she put the whites into an empty grey washing basket, she realised that the load was too small (‘because a full basket tends
to be a load’), thus turning to the light colours to seek out possible additions to the white pile - two towels, a face cloth… At this
point fc3 came into the room to check when they would exchange mother’s day presents; realising the time (10.55am) and that
they only had twenty minutes before leaving for the dance class, FA sent fc3 downstairs to have breakfast first.
Colour-wise MA’s light shirts could go in with the white wash, but since FA had planned to wash mc2’s white school shirts with
biological powder, something MA’s skin condition cannot tolerate, she left those in the light pile and added fc1’s sheets to the
whites instead: ‘So that’s it, we’ll get this one on before we go to dancing.’ We followed FA downstairs towards the utility room in
the back of the building, passing fc3 (who was told to add more carbs to her breakfast) in the kitchen on the way. As she
hovered in front of the washing machine, FA told us that the machine already contained items that she had gathered during the
week, things she’d ‘seen lying around and just chucked in out of the way, so this has to come out, unless it’s white, so those two
dish cloths can stay in’. The rest (incl. some tea towels) would wait on the floor in front of the machine until their coloured wash
came around.

PE
KIT

mc2

It was 10.30 on a Sunday morning in March, Mother’s Day, when we arrived at H01. The rain had just stopped, although it
continued to be grey with some sunny spells later in the day (at one point we gathered outside the front door to watch a
rainbow, until H01FA closed the door because of the chill). When we arrived H01MA was out in the larger of the two family cars,
doing the weekly shopping; he later told us that they should really go shopping twice a week so as to eat fresh and keep the
greens from going off. H01mc2, who was in the middle of his A-levels at this stage of the project, was sitting on the living room
sofa with his laptop, researching his university options for the autumn online. The youngest daughter, H01fc3, was upstairs in
her room, putting finishing touches to her mother’s day present; her bedside lamp seemed to be the only light on in the house
when we arrived. Having just received a mother’s day text from her oldest daughter (H01fc1 was away for the weekend), FA’s
first activity on our arrival was to boil the kettle and offer us a cup of tea. The main aim for the morning was to put on a first
wash before driving fc3 to her dance class in [a neighbouring village] for 11.30am.

16:30:00

WORK
TROUSERS

17:00:00

As we arrived downstairs by the washing machine, FA told us (but ‘don’t tell the children’) that is she deems laundry items
clean, she might circumvent the washing machine and fold them straight into the ironing basket, especially with fc3’s clothes
when FA ‘can see she’s only had it on for an hour after school’. To FA, there is no point in washing something if it isn’t dirty.
Leaving two pairs of jeans on the side for fear of overloading, FA set the machine to a 30 degree cotton wash with aqua plus.

NONBIOLOGICAL
POWDER

16:45:00

Both of the remaining piles - darks/brights and lights - were too large for single loads. FA decided to wash some of the dark and
bright colours first because they contained fc3’s school cardigan which, again, can’t be tumble-dried. Noticing a number of
jeans and other blue items, FA started separating those from other colours (pink, greens, browns), briefly contemplating ‘where
to put the greys’. By this point, FA had run out of washing baskets and used a large bag to carry the third load of washing
instead, noting that it was a borderline wash again but that she could chuck things out downstairs.

WASHING
LINE

With the blacks/navies in the tumbler and on the airer, FA set off to pick up the next load from upstairs, using the opportunity to
sip on a cup of post-lunch coffee while passing through the kitchen. The coffee was starting to get cold.

17:15:00

17:30:00

17:45:00

WASHING
MACHINE

BLACKS/
NAVIES

She then went to the kitchen to finish her coffee, checking fc3’s homework printout in the process. H01fc3 had enjoyed BBC
Bitesize and went back to the desktop computer to spend more time on educational games which, as FA presumed, had been
the teacher’s plan all along. Under normal circumstances FA would have gotten on with loading the dish washer at this point,
but it wasn’t her job today, and also ‘life gets priority in our house over keeping clean and tidy. Cos in the end it’s not that
important.’

Airer Running (2)
18:00:00

LIGHT
COLOURS
TOWELS

fc1

19:15:00

DOUBLE
BED

fc3

SCHOOL

19:00:00

BEDDING

mc2

18:45:00

FACE
CLOTHS

18:30:00

The Ironing of Clean Laundry

The Collection of Dirty Laundry

The Drying of Clean Laundry [Airer]

The Drying of Clean Laundry [Tumble Dryer]

The Washing of Dirty Laundry [Washing Machine]

Tumble Dryer Unloading (3), Airer Running (2)
Washing Machine Unloading (3), Airer Running (2)

18:15:00

19:30:00

19:45:00

Tumble Dryer Loading (3), Airer Running (2)
Airer Loading (3)

20:00:00
WEEKEND

Dirty Laundry Collection (4), Airer Running (3), Ironing (1)
Dirty Laundry Load Prioritisation (4), Airer Running (3), Ironing (1)
Dirty Laundry Collection (4), Airer Running (3), Ironing (1)

20:15:00

Washing Machine Loading (4), Airer Running (3), Ironing (1)

20:45:00

TIME

21:15:00

OUTDOORS

21:30:00

WORK

Airer Running (3), Ironing (1)

AIRFLOW

21:00:00

Washing Machine Unloading (4), Airer Running (3)
21:45:00

Tumble Dryer Running (4), Airer Loading (4)

WINDOW

AIRER

Tumble Dryer Loading (4), Airer Running (3)

22:00:00

22:15:00

22:30:00

HEAT

FA

22:45:00

Tumble Dryer Running (4), Airer Running (4)

WEATHER
(RAIN+SUN)

Tumble Dryer Running (4), Airer Running (4), Ironing (2)

23:00:00
RADIATOR

WASHING
LINE

23:15:00
Airer Running (4)
23:30:00

23:45:00

GAS

BOILER

WASHING
MACHINE

UTILITY
ROOM
ELECTRICITY

TUMBLE
DRYER
SOLAR
PANEL

GRID

That evening, one more load went into the machine and was dried the next morning.

DERELICT
DRY
CLOTHES

LABELS

Sunday nights are also ironing nights. Ironing nights happen in front of the TV and are shared between FA and MA, with FA
making a start from 8pm until 9.30/10pm and MA taking over until 11pm. Usually they put fc3 to bed in between. The sofa gets
cleared for ironed items, and everybody has their own piles which, in theory, then make it upstairs to respective rooms and into
respective wardrobes (sometimes they don’t make it all the way, with fc3’s pile from last week still waiting to be cleared from the
end of her bed). FA hates ironing shirts, so MA and mc2 usually iron their own work/school shirts (mc2 irons his own casual
shirts on a more ad hoc basis, that is, when he wants to wear one). During ironing all socks are thrown into one basket for
pairing; odd socks make it into the odd sock drawer which still contains baby socks from when fc3 was little. Sometimes socks
get lost in quilt covers only to be discovered months later.

H01 Laundry.
18th March 2012.
People,Objects and Resources
through Time and Space.

MA

20:30:00

Washing Machine Running (4), Airer Running (3), Ironing (1)

About the Family
• The entire family are confident and unmitigated consumers of
technology and energy. They are very stylish, sociable, busy and active.
• As a family, they usually spread around the house, the teenagers
wanting their own space. When together as a family , it is usually when
watching TV or in the kitchen.
• Jacqueline and Stephen are lenient parents. The family are very
flexible aside from Hannah and Lauren’ s extracurricular activities.
• There is usually somebody at home with Stephen working from home
for two days of the week and they own a dog.
• The family has an open house attitude, with friends and visitors quite
often letting themselves in.

Locations
• Certain visible marks, for Jacqueline
and Stephen, are acceptable within the
confines of the home or activities, such
as painting, gardening or dog walking.
Although Lauren tends to launder her
own clothes, this tends to involve
putting whatever is on her bedroom
floor into the wash basket, whether
‘dirty’ or not. She has an abundance of
clothes so isn’t too fussed.

...if I’m working from home, then the heating’ s on
for the day, but it’s not convenient to do it any
other way. We have thermostatic radiators, but
we never get anything sensible out of them...

Routines & Priorities
• Jacqueline usually orchestrates the
laundry on Sundays with 2 to 3 loads
(although Stephen will often do a load if
working from home). Split by colour,
wash loads are driven by and prioritised
through key laundry items needed over
the coming week, school uniforms first
and then work shirts. Kitchen cloths
and towels are exchanged daily to ‘stay
on top of things’ hygienically.

‘Home’
• In the years that the family have lived in their property they have had
numerous extensions and changes to their home, creating a stylish open
plan home in addition to the latest fixtures, such as windows. Because of
all these changes, the whole family feel very much at home.
• As Jacqueline and Stephen get better at DIY, they would prefer to make
changes themselves rather than employ a professional.
• Jacqueline and Stephen believe that they will probably move house
once Hannah and Lauren go to university .

...we don’t go without, I mean, I was always
brought up with a family that did things to cut
waste, but it’s not like we are grandma’s only
doing it for money...
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The Ironing of Clean Laundry [Steam Iron]
The Drying of Clean Laundry [Airers]
The Drying of Clean Laundry [Tumble Dryer]
The Washing of Dirty Laundry [Washing Machine]
The Collection of Dirty Laundry
Airer Running [3]

...we, like, buy a device that has an eco-button
without necessarily knowing what on earth the
eco-button did. Yeah, I suppose that’s a good
example of the sort of things we do...

3

Tumble Dryer Loading and
Running [3]
Airer Loading and Running
[3]

Experience Goals:
• To feel unmitigated in consumption
• For individuals within the family to not feel inconvenienced
through change
• For change to ‘fit’ within our flexible, relaxed nuclear family

2

Washing Machine Loading,
Running and Unloading [3]
Tumble Dryer Running and
Unloading [2]
Airer Running [2]

End Goals:
• To maintain and enhance our high standard of living
• To reduce our energy waste
• To make the desired consequences of energy consumption more
convenient to attain

1

Tumble Dryer Loading and
Running [2]
Airer Loading and Running
[2]

Basic Human Goals:
• To consume energy for the pleasure and work/education benefits
it provides
• To be very active and sociable
• To be a stylish and proud family

0

Energy and Technology
• The family own state of the art energy related appliances and
numerous digital media. They could be termed technophiles, although
this is driven by Stephen who loves gadgets and works often from home.
• Jacqueline and Stephen both use smart technology for work, whilst the
teenagers use mobile phones and other digital technologies for games
and education.
• The family are very energy hungry, living in energy bliss. They have an
idea of what they ’should’ do, consuming as much as they like with no
idea of how much they use or the cost; they pay no attention to it.
• Jacqueline and Stephen drive and take the train to work and long
distances, and walk for shorter distances. This family cannot live without
their car, depending on it for convenience.
• They take turns to walk the dog every day.

Laundry Services
• None of the family are enamoured
with ironing, preferring the bought in,
biweekly, service of a cleaning lady to
tackle Stephen’s work shirts whilst also
cleaning the rest of the house. The rest
of the family tend to wear clothes that
don’t need ironing.
Usually, these
clothes only need to be folded out the
dryer and then distributed per person in
baskets to be put away.

Winter Laundry Day

Washing Machine Loading,
Running and Unloading [2]
Tumble Dryer Running and
Unloading [1]
Airer Running [1]

The combined income for the household is around £105,000 p/a. The
family would describe themselves as technophilic, stylish and enjoy a
great standard of living.

...the dryer’s on all the time but I’m willing to
spend the money for a clean load that I don’t
need to iron. I’m aware it’s not environmentally
sound, but I want easy to fold dry clothes!...

Tumble Dryer Loading and
Running [1]
Airer Loading and Running
[1]

Background
Jacqueline and Stephen, in their early fifties, are married and have two
teenage children in secondary education, Hannah and Lauren. Both
educated to a higher degree level, Jacqueline works as a manager of a
local firm whilst Stephen works as an independent IT consultant.

Sustainability and the Environment
• Jacqueline and Stephen have a deep understanding of climate change
and sustainability, and are aware that their lifestyle has a negative impact
despite growing their own vegetables, recycling, composting and baking.
• Although willing to make changes to become more environmentally
friendly, their priority is to protect their lifestyle, including life aspirations,
love of technology and comfort.
• Jacqueline and Stephen are aware that they are privileged and with a
large disposable income they are not concerned with saving money but
want to reduce waste.

Washing Machine Loading,
Running and Unloading [1]

Jacqueline, Stephen,
Hannah & Lauren.

Laundry Knowledge
• Jacqueline prefers to only use one or
two settings on her washer, usually a 30
degree quick wash and then rammed
into the tumble dryer (unless it can’t be
tumbled, then it’s put on airers in the
kitchen away from the dog). The dog‘s
basket and towels get washed last on a
higher temp’ wash, sometimes with
bleach when trying to remove the smell
in the washer.

Social Stories
•
Although Stephen sometimes
attempts the laundry whilst working
from home, Jacqueline would prefer
him not to as he ‘does it wrong’.
Jacqueline claims that he never checks
pockets or labels, sticks everything into
the washer and dryer together and can’t
hang anything ‘correctly’ - failing to pull
out creases or put shirts on hangers.

Dirty Laundry Collection
and Prioritisation

The Mature
Good Lifers:

Limitations of Stuff
• Although Jacqueline heavily relies on
the technology of the laundry process,
she is very much aware of the
limitations. Through experience, she
has learnt to de-fluff the tumble dryer
regularly and not to put certain articles
in as they will shrink, and also that she
cant put too many heavy items into the
washing machine in one go as the
machine will stop working.

Bridging to design

Personas helped us to make sense of the
messy domestic reality.

Enabled us to identify design opportunities
to develop concepts and prototypes.
This development enabled us to generate
principles to guide conceptual design.

Main Findings - Informed the Design Brief

•
•
•

•
•

Smart control and monitoring technologies offer
great potential for domestic energy saving
User needs must go beyond attractive
aesthetics and usability
Design of smart controls and energy feedback
needs to take into account everyday routines
and practices
Need to design ‘with the grain’ of everyday life
More targeted information and sophisticated
control can lead to domestic energy savings as
long as it fits into the rhythm and busyness of
everyday life

Kairos

Smart control of appliances and heating
in relation to everyday events
 ‘when baby stirs slow the washing
machine spin cycle’
 ‘when I come in the door start the
final rinse’

Enuf

Shower monitoring device to encourage
all members of the household to reduce
consumption. Used light and sound to
provide feedback and incentives.
Showering time and energy use
indicated.
Encouraged competition between
household members.
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Low Effort Energy Demand Reduction Outcomes

Outputs: journal papers, book
chapters and a book.

Design Guidance. Set of personas for
design.
Impacts: informed government policy,
increased industry understanding of
home energy behaviours and informed
the design of products and services.
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Key Lessons for Design Research

Collaboration – multi-disciplinary projects
seem to be well funded by EPSRC and
you learn new things!
Design strengths are valued – aiding
understanding and engaging research
subjects (people), concept development
and testing and making research results
more accessible.

Practice – embedded as part of the
research but not used as a research
outcome.

Design Research Challenges

AHRC not funding design research – peer
reviewers highly critical leading to low
scores.
Design research has lost it’s
distinctiveness - often embedded in other
projects but not obvious.
Confusion between design process and
research process – they must be distinct
and there must be a research question.
Everyone is a designer!

Thank you for listening

Any Questions?

t.bhamra@lboro.ac.uk
Twitter: @tracybhamra

